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50,000 dot com 
 
By Charles Battig 
 
Let’s start a new carbon dioxide (CO2) website. Let’s forget unimaginative and puny sites anchored in the mid 

300’s. How about “50,000 dot com”? 50,000ppm to be exact... 
That is a really big number in view of claims that carbon dioxide is a pollutant, as defined by the U.S. 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and buttressed by Federal judges’ non-scientific rulings. If a 

400ppm concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere is adjudged by such political entities to be an endangerment 

to human health, a danger to the environment, and an all-round pollutant, then certainly 50,000ppm must be a 

vicious killer, no? 
Well, no. As a physician practicing the specialty of anesthesiology, my training included the details of human 

respiratory physiology, and knowledge of the movement of the essential gases in and out of my patients’ lungs. 

A most basic mechanism of human life is the cycle of oxygen in; carbon dioxide out. What is the exhaled 

concentration of CO2 in your lungs? Physiology texts give a normal range of 4 to 5 per cent. In the climate 

change nomenclature arena, that would be expressed as an equivalent 40,000 to 50,000 ppm! Imagine that, 

your own lungs manufacture the EPA-defined pollutant carbon dioxide at levels one-hundred times that of the 

air we breathe in. Not only do the innermost parts of your body tolerate chronic exposure to this scary EPA 

pseudo-pollutant, longevity records confirm our increasing lifespan, in spite of this officially labeled, EPA 

internal CO2 pollution. 

The EPA and Federal agencies have bullied automobile producers into producing cars with ever lower carbon 

dioxide emissions per mile, yet our own bodies consistently produce high CO2 concentrations with each 

exhalation. Once our regulatory agencies finally learn the details of basic human respiratory physiology, there 

will be demands that measures be taken to regulate our bodies’ CO2 output. Perhaps mandatory face masks to 

capture and neutralize our “polluting” CO2 emissions will be decreed. Such breathing apparatus would be 

rated on its efficiency in capturing bodily carbon emissions; physical exertion would be limited to “safe” levels 

since greater exertion causes the body to produce more CO2 than sedentary lack of activity. School children 

are badgered to mind their “carbon footprints.” Who shall break the news to them and their parents that their 

own precious bodies spew forth this falsely maligned natural product of human life processes? 

Alice in Wonderland would have faced a test of her incredulity were she to have read the non-science, non-

sense spewing from governmental agencies,  environmental radicals, rent-seeking politicians, and the 
scientifically illiterate regarding carbon dioxide. And yes, Alice, there really has been no global temperature 

rise for the past eighteen years and counting. Poor old Humpty Dumpty and his climate computer have had a 
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really great fall, and all the Federal agencies and presidential appointees cannot put all his bits and bytes 

together again. Alice did give us fair warning, though, in her encounter with the Queen of Hearts and the 

Queen’s rant of  “off with their heads.” One prominent spokesman of the “Regressive Party” has been quoted 

calling for similar punishment for non-believers of their carbon-dioxide climate hoax.    
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